System Overview
1. Locker Series: Element Indoor
2. Installation Type: Linear
3. Color Finish: tbd
4. Total Package Lockers: 11
5. Total Dry Cleaning Lockers: 0

Site Preparation Requirements (Provided by Others):
1. Electrical and Internet outlets must be installed with bottom of the faceplates at 83" FFF. If outlets are surface mounted, bottom of faceplates must be at 84.5" FFF.
2. System dimensions shown above should be verified in the field to confirm the system fits within the desired space
3. Each locker module has a typical dimension tolerance of +/- 1/8"
4. Actual Locker Height is: 82-1/4" - 83-3/4" (range due to adjustable leveling feet)
5. Actual Locker Depth is: 23-7/8"
6. If the system will be recessed and trimmed in, all finished trim must be completed after installation
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